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A STATISTICAL STUDY OF THE BEARIiG SHOOTS 

OF THE FILBERT (coP&Lus AVTT.ANA). 

JOSEPH WEBSTER NEWELL. 

INTRODUCT ION 

The filbert, or hazelnut as the wild. pec1es are 
cal1ecI,beons to the genus Coy1us of the Oak family, 

11 
Cupuliferae. All of our Important corimercial varieties 
may be classified under Corylus avellana, the European 

21 
filbert. However there are riany native American species, 
the most important and widespread of which are C.ainericana, 

3 
C.rostrata, and. C.californica. 

The filbert is a monoecious plant and the flowers 
2 

re unisexual. Both the female catkins, commonly known as 

tile fruit-buds or pistillate flowers, and the male catkins 
develop on the one-year old wood. The development oÍ the 

catkins and the initiation of the fruit-buds begins in late 
sumr:Aer on shoots of the curent season's rowth. 

The staminate flowers develop the most rapidly and 

vilien the leaves fall their long pendulous catins are very 

noticeable. At the base of each :a1e catkin is a two-cleft 
) 

cr1yx partly united with the bracts, or scales. On tue in- 
side of eaci- bract there are two bractiets to wnlch several 

11 
stamens adhere. The male catudnu are borne singly, or in 

groups of two to five, on either the reu1ar fruiting wood 
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r special twigs, which are sìor and slender. In January 

and February the axis of the male catkins elongates, the 

poiien is disseminated by the wind, and tue pistillate 

'lowers become pollinated. 

The fruit-buds, each or i3h contains ix to fil- 

teen pistillate flowers, are borne laterally on the upper 
21 

portion of the one-year old, shoots. The fruit-buds are 

usually found at the base of the male catkins, either sing- 

ly or in groups so close together that the smaller b.ids 

soaetimes seem to be a prrt of the larger ones. 

In late spring the fruit-bud axis elongates and the 

nuts are borne terminally in clusters. The number of nuts 
21 

in each cluster varies from one to nine, depending on 

variety. Thus tuie bearing twig of the filbert is coinpar- 

able to the fruit-ßpur of the apple and the elongation of 

the fruit-bud axis to the thickening of the cluster base 

of the latter fruit. 

The two-celled ovary of the pistil contains one ov- 
9 

ule in each cell. One of the ovules aborts and the other 

develops into a nut, which is enclosed by a leafy husk at 
9 

:aturity. These nuts vary in shape from globular or ovoid 
9 

to oblong, depending on variety. 

The filbert was oriinally brought to this country 

during colonial days but attained little commercial import- 

ance until its introduction to the Northwost. The limit- 

1n, factors to its eastern development were the rigorous 
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climate and the b1iht, Cryptoßporella anomala, common on 

tue native hazelnut of the east, C.americana, but only 

seriously injurious to the Euroi filbert. 
The mild climate and the absence of the eastern 

blight on the native hazelnut of this country, C.rostrata 

or californica, make the Willamette valley and the co'res- 

pondin territories in Washington the best adapted in the 
15 

United States to filbert rowinß. However the ßreater 

part of the filbert acreage of the Northwest is confined to 

the Willamette valley. At present taere are between fif- 

teen hundred and two thousand acres of filberts planted in 

this state. Since less than one hundred of these acres are 

in bearing the problems of woduction are in the near 

future. 

Filbert yields, under the most favorable conditions 

and at the full maturity of the trees, may run over 3,000# 

to the acre. On the average and over a period of years 
21 

1,000/f i a safer estimate. 

The size of the tropean importations show that im- 

mense quantities of filberts are annually consumed in this 
4 

country. The Bureau of Com:aerce and Navigation Reports 

show that 20,441,533# of shelled and 15,534,4l8// of un- 

shelled filberts were imported iito the United States in 

1923. The shelled nuts were multiplied by three in order 

to compare them with the unshelled. The increasing demand 

for the filbert, esDe'illy iìi the confectionary trade, in- 
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dicates a b1 future for tile American grown nut. At 

present the filbert stands about fourth in commercial 

importance among the cultivated nuts of the United States, 
4 

being exceeded only by the walnut, pecan and al:nond. 

As more and more filbert acreage Is annually 

coming into bearing competition is becoming greater so 

that maximum efficIency in production is more and more 

essential for profit. Lack of efficient pollination and. 

of a proper systera of pruning are among the most import- 

ant limiting factors in fruit production. The suitable 

varieties to plant together to secure sufficient polith- 
21 

ation have already been deteruinod but, on how to prune 

tue filbert no experimental data has, as yet, been pub- 

lished. 
9 

Fuller recommended heading back the strong leading 

shoots of bearing trees in order to keep thorn from grow- 

ing too tall and to force out the lateral twigs as fruit- 
9 

ing wood. ror the ensuing year. Removal of branches was 

advised where the tree becomes too crowded to admit suf f- 

lcient light and air to the center. 
3 

w. A. Taylor thins that pruning is of special lin- 

portance with the filbert. lie recomraends heading back 

the strong shoots to promote spur formation and an annual 

reuoval of wood that bore the previous year. He prefers 

a short trunk with a vase-form head of six or more branches. 
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Schuster says that the young trees should be headed 

between eighteen and thirty inches; a central leader deve- 

loped as far as practical; and the scaffoli. limbs well dis- 

tributed around the trunk, five to seven inches apart. He 

reconmends a consistent thinning-out program with a head- 

ing bacic of airj laterals that tend to take the lead away 

from the central leader. Heavy yields were obtained from 

the young bearing trees in tíie College Orchard. by a light 
thinning to eliminate dense shade and effect a more equal 

distribution of the bearing wood. Where the trees are 

slowing down in fruit and wood production, thinning-out 

and fertilizing are advised rather than a heavy heading- 
21 

hack. 

The European system of pruning the filbert is much 

more severe than ours, amounting to almost a complete re- 

newal of all wood except the scarfold limbs. This is ne- 

cessitated by the close planting, usually about eight to 

ten feet apart, and the use of the filbert as an intercrop 
6 

among orchard trees. 
In the summer of 1924, Cooter, present foreman of 

the College Orcriards, visited Geo. Banyard. and Sons 

Nursery at Maidstone Kent, Eugland, where one-hundred- 

seventy-five acres of filberts have been long in bearing 

as an intercrop among apple trees. These trees were de- 

veloped from layered stock which was not allowed. to brancn 



until a foot hi5h. Then they were trained to vaae-for 

with a hollow center and. the main branches Bpaced about a 

foot apart. Tne latter were headed at five feet froni the 

around, and pruned so as to leave renewal stubs both out- 

side and in-side the vase, which forms the bearing sur- 

face. The trees are pruned back every other year to these 

renewal stubs. Under this intensive system of care and 

cultivation, the average yield per acre for trees, in the 

helgiit of bearing, is around 2,OOO,É. 

The filbert resembles the peach in bearing its 
fruit laterally on wood of the past season's growth. How- 

ever the open-centere1 vase-shaped system of training tne 

peach is not so well-suited, to the filbert as is the cen- 

tral leader type. The latter gives larger, stronger trees 
with a greater potential fruiting surface within a smaller 

radius of the trunk, due to a greater number of scaffold 
lo 

limbs. 

As a means of controlling production, the system of 

pruning is of greater importance than the form of the tree. 
The object of pruning is to obtain the greatest bearing sur- 

Iace that will function efficiently and produce fruit of 

good quality. To do tills it is necessary to know tue chiar- 

acteristics of the most productive shoots so that these may 

be left in as large a number as will allow the best condi- 

tions for their development. The object of this investi- 
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cation is to study this important subject. 

REVIEW OF LITATURE. 

In studyinß the re1atLonsh1p of the position and 

visor of the bearing wood to its productiveness, a enera1 

review of the efrects of these factors in other fruits was 

made before undertaking a specific study of the fi1be't. 
14 

Lewis found that it is the medium-sized growth 

which is the most productive in the peach, the over- 

vigorous wood tending to excessive terminal bearing. 
5 

Clements and Reeves noted that the stron3er type of 

rowtn of the peacb. bears its fruit in three-oud formation 

and is therefore tne most desirable. The single fruit- 

buds were noted as occurring, rnostly,.on trie smallest, 

weakest shoots. 

Edminster investigated the relation between the 

angle, length, and diameter of shoots, and tne development 

of side-shoots and fruit-spurs from lateral buds. A sta- 

tistical study was made of 9,000 apple shoots from four 

varieties. 

Trie idea had frequently been expressed that tne 

most horizontal shoots are the most productive. Edmin- 

ster1s date indicated that, generally, those shoots grow- 

ing at an angle comparatively close to that of the mean 

shoot of tue variety are the most productive of branch 



shoots and. of spurs. 

Also the idea had frequently been expressed that the 

weaker shoots are the most liable to cive rise to fruit- 
spurs, the strong vigorous growths tending to run to fur- 

ti 
thor snoot and wood growth. Edminster found a hign. degree 

of correlation existing between the length of the shoot and 

tne percentage of lateral buds breaking and forming spurs. 
The saine was found to be true of diameter, the stoutest 
shoots being the raost productive of side-shoots and fruit- 
spurs. 

Since the inost uprigflt snDots proved also to be the 

longest and thickest, tne presence of a positive correla- 
tion between shoot angle, length and. dianieter was demon- 

strated. However, each of these factors was also proved to 

be inore or less independent of the others. Therefore, when 

pruning the apple, those shoots should be preserved, so far 
as possible, that are long, stout, and more or less upright, 
or, at least, near the mean shoot angle of the variety. 

24 
leager made a statistical study of the rruit-spur 

system of the apple, using the Grimes. Among spurs of uni- 
form age there was found to be a inaried degree of correla- 
tion between length ana. proa.uction. Also triere was found 

to be a nigh degree of correlation between diameter of 

spurs and. their productiveness. Spurs of the same age 

orne on branches of large diameter bore a larger amount of 



fruit than those on smaller brancheg. 
24 

Yeaßer wae led to infer txiat the posi.tion of the 
spur in tile tree had. an influence upon Its average produc- 

tion . Apparently the 1uher the spur in the tree, the 

Ereater its procIuctiv1t. The outside of the tree produced 

more fruit per spur than the inside as well as a muCh 1ar- 
er proportion of tne total aniount, a1thouri. tue latter nay 

have been due, at least in part, to the larger proportion 
of bearing surface to be found On the outside. 

24 
Ills date iiidicated that the most productive spurs, 

and the fruit of tue best quality were to b. found in tne 

south quarter of the tree. This was followed closely ty tne 
west, east,and lastly north quarters of tne tree. 

This was explained in various ways. It was said to 
be partly due to the fact that the youngest spurs were torne 

on the south side of tne tree, for production was found to 
24 

be negatively correlated wltn age. 

The fact that tne north side of tne apple trees hd 
the oldest spurs nay have beexi due, at least partly, to tne 

infliDltin.g effect of a liin.ited light supply o tn tendency 

of the Grimes spurs to go into vegetative growth after a 
24 

certain number of years of normal functioning. 

Also the proportionally greater number of spurs on 

the north side may have had some effect in lowering the 

average spur production, and thus decreasing quality. How- 
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ever the better 11ht exposure was doubtless the greatest 

factor favoring the better quality and. productiveness of 
24 

the spurs on the south side. 
7 

Crow discovered that, with the apple, strong fruit- 

spurs of a certain 1enth, four to nine millimeters, bore 

nearly all the fruit. The majority of the longer growths 

consisted of non-fruiting shoots, ten to five-hundred 

mi1lieters length, and the shorter growths of weak, un- 

productive leaf and fruit spurs. Evidently there is an op- 

timurn length for fruit production in the apple. 
19 

Roberts showed that b1ossrn-bud formation of the 

apple is related to spur length. The spurs of medium 

length formed the most blossurn buds because they have the 

greatest amount of food-gathering surface in proportion to 

length. This was said. to be due to the fact that the leaf 

area increases in proportion to spur length up to the med- 

luin length and. then the correlation between the two drops, 

with any further increase because of the increasing length 

of the internod.es. 
18 

Roberts also found similar correlations with the 

sour cherry . Cherry spurs grow only from leaf buds and 

these are present, in the greatest numbers, on rather long 

growths. However, a certain length, twelve to fourteen 

inches, gave the maximum number of leaf-buds. 
17 

Painter , Working with the Montmorency sour cherry 
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18 
verified Robert's conclusions. His results showed tlw.t 

the 1oner the shoot the greater the percent of fruiting 

spurs set, up to a certain 1enth, thirteen-and-one-half 

inches. A vigorous growth, twelve to fourteen inches, 

seemei to give the highest average set of fruit-spurs for 
17 

the next season. 

OBJECT OF THIS INVESTIGATION. 

The object of this investigation was to determine 

the correlations of the fruit-buds to the number of male 

catkins and to the length, diameter, and branching angle 

of the bearing shoots. The object, also, was to determine 

the effect of the position and latitude of the ehoot, in 

the tree, on fruit-bud formation. 

In other words, the questions to be solved are the 

ollowing. Are the strong, thick shoots more productive 

than the weak, slender ones? What is tue optimum shoot 

length for fruit-bud fornationi' Are the upright, or the 

horizontal shoots the more productive? Where will t1e 

most productive shoots in the tree be found--on the peri- 

meter, insid.e, top, median, or lower part Also which 

side of the tree is the most productive? Lastly, how do 

these various factors differ among the varieties examined? 

MATIALS AND METhODS EMPLOY). 

A statistical study of over 3,000 filbert shoots 
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was undertaken, in the endeavor to answer these questions. 

Four popular varieties were chosen: Barcelona, bterveille 

de Boiwyller, Nottinghau, and White Aveline. Although each 

of these varieties are practically self-sterile, they are 
21 

inter-fertile to a satisfactory degree. The latter three 

are excellent pollenizers for the first, Barcelona, which 
21 

is the leading commercial variety in Oregon. 

The Barcelona is of spreading habit; vigorous and. 

productive; and bears a aedium to large oval nut, one to 

eight in a cluster. The Merveille de Boiwyller is an up- 

right, close grower; vigorous but a light producer; and 

bears a large, broad nut. Nottinharn is an upright, close 

grower; vigorous and fairly productive; and bears a long, 

niediurn to small, nut. White Aveline is a niecliuni to sniall 

tree, of low spreading habit; fairly vigorous, and moder- 
21 

ately productive; with a small, long nut. 

Three to five typical trees of each variety were 

selected. They were chosen from among the filbert trees 

in the South College Orchard, planted about ten years ago. 

The trees selected were growing under as nearly the same 

3011, moisture, and fertility conditions as possible. The 

soil is a heavy clay, lacking somewhat in drainage and 

fertility. 
The following instruments of measurement were used: 

a metric steel tape for length; a vernier steel calipers 
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for dianieter; and a small steel protractor for an3le. 

Length and diacieter were recorded in centimeters, or muli- 

aeters, and, the anales in decrees. The diameter of each 

twiß was taken at the base. The direction of growth of 

the old shoot was considered as zero degrees and the angle 

measured was the degree of departure that the new shoot 

made from the old. Terminal shoots were considered as 

growing at an angle of zero degrees, as they continue in 

the same general direction of growth as the mother shoot. 

The data was recorded durin the period of Jan. to 

May 1924. For the purpose of identification, paraffined 

tags, which had been numbered before dipping, were tied on- 

to the individual shoots. (For illustration see Plate 2) A 

note-book was used to record the number of the tag; number 

of fruit-buds and male catkins; and the length, diameter, 

angle, position and latitude of each shoot. From this data 

the correlations were dete'rained for the varieties studied. 

The object of the statistical methods employed in 

this study was to put the data obtained into that form which 

would reveal the maximum number of interpretable facts. 

The arithmetic mean was used. because it is the best 
13 

measure of type and marks the central tendency of the data. 

The standard deviation was employed to deter:aine the degree 

of dispersion of the data and thus show the dependability 
13 

of the mean as a measure of type. It is the most used 
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measure of variability as it gives that additional weight 
i 

to extreme variations so desirable in biometrical work. 

Since the coefficient of variability is an index of 
1 

the degree of variation it was employed to give the dif- 

ferent values obtained for the standard deviations an equal 
13 

significance, in the same set of correlations. Since this 

coefficient is determined by dividing the standard devia- 
13 

tion by the mean, it gives the average percentage of varia- 

tion of the variable from its mean. Tue high values ob- 

tained for the coefficient of variability in some of the 

following tables is due to the use of unsraoothed data sub- 

ject to considerable natural variability and influenced by 

:any extraneous factors. 

The Pearson product-moment coefficient of correla- 

tion was employed to determine if there was a tendency for 

a high, or low, positive, or negative, value of the depen- 

dent variable to be associated with a high value of the in- 

dependent variable. The dependent variable,y, was regarded 

as the function of the independent variable,x, and there- 

fore the latter variable may be considered as a cause and 

the former as the effect. The object of the correlation 

coefficient is to show to what extent a certain cause will 
13 

be accompanied by a certain effect. 

Regression lines were used to determine the lineari- 

ty of regression by the proximity of the lines f best fit 



to the means of the coluìms and rows. When there is unity 

of correlation the regression lines coincide at forty-five 

aerees from the axes of the table. However, there must be 

perfectly linear correlation for the lines of regression to 
13 

thus coincide. 

Regression coefficients are an aid in laying off the 

lines of best fit to the means of the arrays. They may, 

also, be used to predict the most probable value of one 
13. 

variable to be found with a given value of the other. 

The coefficient of correlation is used more than the 

correlation ratios in biometrical work, due to the labor- 

lousness involved in the computation of the latter. The 

coefficient is a kind. of average measure of the correlation 

of two variables, being equal to the geometric mean of the 

ratios, in the case of perfectly linear regression. It is 

therefore a conservative measure of correlation and the 

:iost convenient method of defining the general tendency in 

data, since it expresses a property of the Correlation 
13 

Table as a whole. 

However, the correlation ratios are the most satis- 

factory measure of relationship between the two variables 

in the case of non-linear regression and a fairly high 
13 

degree of correlation. Also, they are of' value in deter- 

mining the dependence of one variable upon the other and 

in showin which of the two is the most effected by varia- 
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13 
tions in the other. 

The term, probable error, or probable deviation as 

it is more properly called, is used to deteriiiine the a- 

::ount which must be added to, or subtracted. fromi, the ob- 

served value to obtain two limiting figures of which it 

may be said that there is an even chance that the true va- 
i 

lue lies within, or without, these limits. In homogeneous 

data the observed value will vary within these limits in 

fifty per-cent of the cases. The probable error is used 

to show the reliability of the results. 

The following formulae, obtained from Kent's ele- 
13 

raents of Statistics, were employed. 

a1 

C2 f. 
n. 

Bx. 

My. By. C2 

P.M.: Product-Moments 

SDx. Square root of 

2 C) 
( n. ) 

SDy. Square root of 
_2 2 

(y C2) 

( n. ) 

t-' .r - tJ.y. - 

SD. 

r. : 

n(SDx.) (sDy.). 

c.r = SDxy. 
X. 

SDx. 

c.r : SDyx. 
.1 SDy. 

P.E.of M. .675(SD). 

Square root of n. 

P.E.of r. .75(1-r2). 
ìquare root f n. 

P.E. of c.r..b75(l-c.r.2). 
Square root of n. 
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K TO SIGNS. 

C1 Correction for Independent Variable. 

02 Correction for Dependent Variable. 

f. Number of Frequencies. 

x. = Independent Variable. 

Dependent Variable. 

Deviation of the Independent Variable from its ::ean. 

Deviation of the Dependent Variable from its mean. 

n. Total number of Frequencies. 

r. Coefficient of Correlation. 

c.r. : Correlation Ratio. The sub-number stands for the 
variable, either x or y. 

B. Z Assumed Base of the variable, either x or y. 

:.t. = Mean of the variable, either x or y. 

p.= Product-oments. 
S. Summation. 

SD. = Standard Deviation. Sub-number stands for the var- 
jable, either x or y. 

C.V.: Coefficient of Variability. 

SDxy. Standard Deviation of the x arrays of the y type. 

SDyx. Standard Deviation of tite y arrays of the x type. 

P.E. Probable Error, or Probable Deviation. 
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IS THE A COiRELAT ION BETWEEN THE MALE 
CATKINS AID THE NUMB OF FRUIT-BUDS? 

23 
Woodroof, studying the pecan, found a very low de- 

,ree of positive correlation between the abundance of the 

crop of catkins produced and the crop of pistillate flow- 

ers, for any particular year. 

In order to test the truth of this statement in re- 

gard to the filbert the correlation was determined between 

the two kinds of flowers. Althouuì the few branches where 

one flower was not associated with the other were elirain- 

ated., the fair degree of correlation obtained aeois to 

aarrant the conclusion that, where large numbers of male 

catkins are observed one may be apt to find 1are nurabers 

)f fruit-buds. Therefore the size of the catkinate crop 

may be regarded as somet1ain of an index of the nut crop 

to be erected, (For an illustration, see Plate 1). 

The male catkins were treated as te independent 

variable,x, the fruit-buds as the dependent variable,y, 

nd the object was to find whether the latter were the fun- 

otion of the former. In other words, are the number of 

ruit-buds affected by the number of catkins? Three hun- 

dred-twenty-two branches on two Barcelonas wore counted 

and the results averaged. (See Table 1.) The lateness of 

the season made it impossible to work on any other varie- 

ties. 
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The male catkinß aad a ineaxi of 5.45 0.12; a stan- 

dard. deviation of 3.2; a coefficient of variability of' 

O.37; and a correlation coefficient of' 0.407 0.031. 

Tiierefore, in th1rty-oiht to forty-four cases out of' one- 

hundred, a 1are number of' fruit-buds will be found associ- 

ateci with a large number of male catkins. 

AithouSh the non-availability of material limited 

the study of' the relationship between male and f emale cat- 

kins to the Barcelona, the existence of a similar correla- 

tion, in the other varieties, mi3ht be reasonably expected. 

The remainder of this thesIs is a study of' the fe- 

tale catkins, more commonly called the fruit, or pistil- 

Ite buds. Naturally, these would be a better index of' the 

size of' the nut crop and the productiveness of the tree, 

than would the male catkins. 



TABLE I 

CORRELATION TABLE FOR NUMBER Ó'" MALE A1D FEMALE CATKINS 
FOR!D ON BARCELONA, -- FALL OF 1923. 

Male Catkins (x) 

y. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 12 13 14 15 16 f(y). 

11 1 1 2 

lo 1 1 

C) 

1 

q-4 

1 2 1 2 6 
4.) 

06 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 14 

2 4 3 2 2 4 2 3 2 1 2 1 28 

11 
E1 E E E 

ii 
:1E :'' 

115311220 6 6 1 2 1 3 97 

Í(x 22 56 34 48 22 28 27 24 17 18 14 2 4 1 4 1 322 



IS T1IE A COPELATION BTV(EEN SHOOT 
LE1GTH AND FRUIT3UD FORMATION? 

One of the most important correlation studies in 

horticulture is the relation between the 1enth of the 

fruit producing wood and its productiveness. Most of the 

pomo1oica1 fruits hitherto studied have revealed a high 

degree of correlation betweon these two factors. 

The measurements of the three to five trees of each 

variety were placed together in the variety correlation 

tables. Since all of the trees were propagated from layer- 

ed stock and grown under the sanie environmental conditions, 

differences due to individuality are probably, in most 

cases, at a minimum. 

In correlating the two variables, length was treat- 

ed as the independent variable anö. the number of fruit-buds 

as the dependent variable. Shoot lengths were divided into 

classes with a ran3e of five centimeters. This was consid- 

ered a convenient and sufficiently accurate method of 

classification. 

From a study of Table V., it :aaj be said that, in- 

creases in shoot length will be accompanied by increases 

in the number of fruit-buds in the following percentages of 

all cases: for Merveille de Boiwyller, seventy-four to 

eighty percent; White Aveline, sixty-one to sixty-four per- 

cent; Barcelona, sixty to sixty-three percent; and for 

Nottingham, fifty to fifty-four percent. For all the var- 
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leties studied. the increases in shoot 1enth were accoinpan- 

led. by increases in the number of fruit-buds in sixty to 

sixty-five percent of all cases. This indicates a high de- 

aree of correlation between these two variables. (See Fie- 

ure 1.). 

In order to determine whether the correlation be- 

tween the variables is greatest for the short or 1on 

shoots, the length arrays of each correlation table were 

divided into two croups. The first included the mean array 

and those below, and the second, all the arrays above the 

mean class. In other words, the short Bhoots, included 

those under twenty-five centimeters in the White Aveline; 

those under twenty centimeters in the Barcelona and. Mer- 

veille de Boiwyller; and those under fifteen centimeters 

in the Nottingham. 

From the results in Table V., it may be said that, 

for the shoots in the first group, the short shoots, in- 

creases in length will be accompanied by increases in the 

number of fruit-buds in the following percentages of all 

cases: VTiite Aveline, fifty-eight to sixty-two percent; 

Lierveille de Boiwyller, fifty to sixty-eight percent; Bar- 

celona, fifty-two to fifty-seven percent; and Nottingham, 

thirty-six to forty-two percent. 

For trie shoots of the second group, the long shoots, 

increases in length will be accompanied by increases in tne 



number of fruit-bu1 in the fo11owin percentas f all 
cases: LIerveille de Boiwyller, forty to forty-et3ht per- 

cent; Jottinharn tnirty-six to forty-two percent; Barce- 

lona, tnirty-one to thirty-seven percent; and White Ave- 

line, sixteen to twenty-two percent. 

The lower correlation coefficients obtained. when the 

table is divided is due to the fact that a ratio, heine a 

quotient, cannot be treated. as an average of other quo- 

tients. 
As the degree of correlation of the short shoots is 

one-and-four-tenths to three-and-two tenths times that of 

the long shoots, depending on variety, apparently there is 
that much greater probability of the short shoots showing 

an increase in the nuraber of fruit-buds accompanying length 

increase, than would be the case with the long shoots. If 
this assurption be correct, then, with the sane total shoot 

length, there Is a much greater certainty of having a high- 

er total number of fruit-buds on many short sioots, below 

the mean length, than on a few long ones. 

Figure 2 shows an increase in the distance between 

the fruit-buds accompanying an Increase in shoot length. 

This is due to the natural increase in tne length of tûe 

internodes and the consequent decrease in the number of 

fruit-buds per decimeter. 

A comparison of Figure 2 and Table 5 seems to indi- 



cate that the differences in the degree of correlation be- 

tween the snort and 1on shoots is largely dependent upon 

differences in the rate of increase in the length of the 

internodes. In those varieties where there is the least 

difference between the values of the coefficients of the 

short and long shoots, as in Merveille de 3olwyller and 

.. ottinghain, there is only a sliht1y greater rate of 

length increase for the internodes of the long shoots, out, 

iiere there is a large difference in the value of these 

coefficients, as in Barcelona and Thite Aveline, the rate 

of internode length increase of the long shoots is also 

auch greater. 

To test the dependability of the variables upon 

each other, the correlation ratios were determined, in to 

case of Barcelona. (See Table I. and VII.). 

The correlation ratio for the independent variable 

of len5th was f ouni. by computing the standard deviation of 

the means of the rows and dividing by the standard devia- 

tion of length, as found in calculating trio correlation 

coefficient. (See Table VI.). 

T.e correlation ratio for the ependent variable, 

or trie fruit-bud variable, was found by computing the stan- 

ard deviation 'of the rneans of the columns and dividing by 

the standard deviation of the number of fruit-buds, as 

found in calculating the correlation coefficient. (See 
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Table VII.). 

The ratio of dependence of shoot length upon the 

number of fruit-tucls provel to be O.ö45 0.012, and the 

ratio for the dependence of the latter variable upon tne 

former, u.612 ..Ol3. Therefore, iii sixty-three to six- 

ty-six percent 3f all cases shoot lengtn increase will be 

accompanied by increase in number of fruit-buds, and, in 

sixty to sixty-tnree percent of all cases an increase in 

the number of fruit-buds will be accompanied by a similar 

increase in shoot lengths. Iii other words, 1G shoots 
are about as apt to have large numbers of fruit-buds as 

large numbers of n'uit-buds are apt to be found on long 

shoots. both varlaoles are about equally dependent upon 

each other. 

The geometric mean of the two correlation ratios wa 

within two percent of the correlation coelricient. This 

shows only a small amount of asyaiìetry in the data. 



TABLE II. 

CORRELATION TABLE FOR THE NUMBER OF FRUITJDS FORbD ON THE 
BARCELOI'TASHOOPSOPDIP'ENT LCTHS --- FALL OF 1923. 

- 

Shoot Lengths (x) 
y. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

12 1 1 

11 1 1 1 3 

10 2 2 

1 1 1 3 

3 1 9 28 43 28 22 7 16 10 8 5 6 193 

2 19 27 53 56 31 25 6 7 8 5 3 240 

i 217 64 75 30 19 5 2 3 3 2 2 422 

237 101 169 166 109 88 34 38 39 34 20 18 1053 
*For explanation see Ke'r to Arrangement of Table II. 



EXPLANATIOi OF THE COLtJTATIO' OF THE 
OORATIO COFFICI&'TI TABLE II. 

The mathematical method ofarraning the classes was 

followed. The classes ol' the dependent variable were ar- 

ran6ed so t.ìat their asce.idin values read from the Dottom 

up and those of tne independent variable to read from left 
to right. 

The measures of value necessari in computing the 

correlation coefficient were calculated in class values. 

This simplified the work and eliminated any error mue to 

the different class ranges of the two variables. 
In trie case of trie fruit-bud variable,y, trie class 

values are the saine as the real, or actual, values. How- 

ever, in the case of the length variale,x, the class 

value is one-fifth of the actual value and must be multi- 

plied by five. Since trie first mid-class value, in centi- 

meters, is only one-half of five, two-and-a-nalf must be 

subtracted from the above product. To illustrate: the 

Mean Length(Mx)4.132 times S : 2u.bG - 2.5 1.l6 or 

1U.2 centimeters; and, trie Standard Deviation of Length 

(SDx) = 2.2 times 5 l.l - 2. ll. centimeters. 
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K TO ARPGEMT OF TABLE II. 

Shoot Len6ths (x variable). 

Class Mi.d.-Class Class-Ran6e 
Value in cm. n cm. 

1 2.5 0- 4.99 

2 (.5 - 9.99 

3 12.5 10.- 14.99 

4 1(. 15 - 19.99 

5 22.5 20 - 24.99 

o 2(.5 25 - 29.99 

( 52.b 30 - 34.99 

37.5 3.';, - 39.99 

9 42.b 40 - 44.99 

io 4y. 4 - 49.99 

11 52.5 50 - 54.99 

12 57.5 55 - 59.99 

iumber of Fruit-buds ( y variable ). 

The Class numbers are the actual values. 

KL TO LETT(S 

X : The LenStn variable. 

y : The Fruit-bud Variab1e. 

f(x) Summation of Lengtri Frequencies of Shoots. 

f(y) = Sum:iatlon of Fruit-bud Frequencies of Shoota. 
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TABLE III. 

COUTATIOi' OF THE COktELATiOx COEFF.LWENT Ii TABLE II 

f(x) X :rx fx r(y) y s r r 

237 -3 -711 2133 422 -1 764 -422 422 

101 -2 -202 404 240 0 0 0 0 

169 1 -.169 169 193 1 289 193 193 

166 0 0 0 85 2 276 170 340 

109 1 109 109 62 3 603 186 558 

38 2 176 352 32 4 368 128 512 

34 3 102 306 16 5 23O 80 400 

38 4 152 608 4 6 162 24 144 

39 5 195 975 3 7 98 21 147 

34 6 204 1224 2 8 112 16 12 

23 7 140 930 3 9 108 27 243 

13 3 14 1152 1 10 80 10 100 

1053 140 3412 1053 3140 433 3187 

KE TO TABLE 

f(x) - Class Frequencies of Shoot Lent1s. 

- Class Deviations from Assumed Mean. 

- Product of Class Frequency and Deviation. 

- Product of Class Frequency and Deviation 
squared. 

f(y) - Class Frequencies of Fruit-buds. 

- Class Deviations from Assumed Mean. 

r - Summation of Product-Moments. 

- Product of Class Frequency and Deviation 
squared. 
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TABLE IV. 

COMPTJrATION OF THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT IN TABLE II(CONT) 

C1 = f or 140 or 0.132 C2 f or 433 or 0.409 
n TO&3 xi !ÖB 

c(S) (C1) (C2) (n) - 56.86 

SDx Square root of (Sf -C) or (8412 0.017) 2.8 
(n ) TO 

SDy : Square root of (5f2 C2) or (3187 0.167) 1.7 
(Th 2) (3 - 

r S _____ 3083.14 or 0.615 iT* F TSdy) T5SfG)TT.7) 

P.E.* (.675)(1-r2) or (.675)(1-.378) /0.013 
Square root oTn Üè root of 1053 

Therefore the Correlation Coefficient is 0.675/ 0.013 

My = 2 / .41 or 2.4]. 

P.E. (0.675)(SDy) or (.675)(l.7) or /0.035 
Siiirè root quare root of 1053 

ThereforeMy equals 2.41 / *0.035 

Mx 4 / .13 or 4.13 which ie 4.13 times 5 or 20.65 - 2.5 
18.2cm. 

P.E. (0.675)(SDx) (0.675)(2.8) or /.059 
qiiare root of n aie root of 1053 

0.059 times 5 ,1 0.295cm. 

Therefore Mx equals 18.2cm / Ó.295cm. 

4P1us or i'inus si'n. 
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KE TO TABLE IV. 

Correction for Mean Length (Mx). 

Correctiun for Mean Number of Duds (my). 

C(S) Correction for the Summation of the Product-Moments 

Correction for the Standard Deviation of Length 
(SDx). 

Correction for the Standard Deviation of Fruit- 
buds (SDy). 

f : Summation of Product of Length Deviations by Class 
Frequencies. 

rS 
: Sumrìation of Product of Fruit-bud Deviations by 

Class Frequencies. 

f_2 Summation of Product of Square of Length Deviations 
by Class Frequencies. 

= Summation of Product of Square of Fruit-bud Devia- 
tions by Class Frequencies. 

n Total number of frequencies. 

r = Coefficient of Correlation. 

P.E. Probable Error, or Probable Deviation. 



TABLE V. 

SUMMARY OF TI MEASUREB OF VALUE FOR THE VARIABLES 
OF SHOOT LENGTH AND NUMBER OF FRUIT-BUDS. 

i. I. / / 
V. Mx. P'E.My. PTh. SDx. SDy. CVx. CVy. r. FE. r(la) PE. r(ua) PE, 
B. 18.2 .29 2.4]. .036 11.6 1.73 .682 .717 .615 .013 .554 .018 .338 .03 

I. 16.2 .2]. 2.5]. .045 5.5 1.80 .428 .717 .770 .028 .590 .094 .43b .04 
N. 12.9 .20 2.15 .033 4.9 1.24 .389 .576 .527 .020 .395 .030 .273 .01 

.1. 21,5 .27 4.97 .069 8.9 2.96 .475 .595 .625 .014 .605 .020 .192 .03 

A. 1'7.2 .24 3.01 .050 7.7 1.93 .494 .651 .635 .044 .536 .040 .309 .03 
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KE TO TABLE V. 

= Variety. 

= Barcelona. 

Merveille de Boiwyller. 

= Nottin6ham. 

= White Aveline. 

A. = Average. 

: Plus or minus 

Mean Length of Shoot in centimeters. 

My. = Mean Nurnber of Fruit-buds on Shoots. 

P.E. = Probable Error, or Deviation. 

SDx. Standard Deviation of Shoot Lencth in Centimeters 

Standard Deviation of Number of Fruit-buds. 

CVx. = Coefficient of Variability of Shoot Lengths. 

OVy. Coefficient of Variability of Number of Fru1t-bud 

r. Coefficient of Correlation of all Length arrays. 

r(la). = Coefficient of Correlation of' lower Length arrays 

(ua). = Coefficient of Correlation of upper Length arrays 
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K TO FIURE I. 

Heights of the Ordinates. 
x. 1. 2. 3. 4. 

5 1.9 1.5 1.6 2.7 

15 2.4 2.5 2.1 3.9 

25 3.1 .O 2.7 5,7 

35 3.6 5.2 3.8 7.1 

45 4.1 5.7 4.7 7.3 

4.5 o.8 

EXP LAIIAT I 011 

x. Mid-Class Lengths of Bearina Shoots,in Centimeters. 

1. Siioothed. averaos 
Length Classes of 

2. Srioothed Averages 
Leigth Classes of 

3. Smoothed Averases 
Length Classes of 

4. Smoothed Averages 
Length Classes of 

or Numbers of Fruit-buds in tiLo 
Barcelona. 

of Ilumbers of Fruit-buds in tLe 
Merveille de Boiwyller. 

of Numbers of Fruit-buds in tc 
£ ott ingham. 

of Numbers of Fruit-buJs in the 
White Aveline. 

Note - The fruit-bud averases were smoothed according to 
the formulae: A 2A B , B = A / B ' C, C B / C 

3 3 3 
j_n which A,B,C,and D represent the successive averages nuu- 
bers of fruit-buds. In other words, the true value of each 
point on the scale is seen to be equal to the Arithmetic 
:.:ean of its value and the two adjacent values. Each of tiLe 
extreie measures is weighted by two and averaged. with the 
adjacent measures. This has no effect on the Arithmetic 
Mean of the whole distribution and gives a smoother curve. 
(For detailed explanation see Rugs p.l4)2Q 

Tue averages in the following figures were likewise 
smoothed in order to give a better curve. 
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K TO FIGUEE . 

heights of the Ordinates. 
x. 1. 2. 3. 4. 

5 4.4 5.9 5.7 3.2 

Q _dL) J. U. - 

's 

25 7.9 6.9 i.3 4.3 

35 9.5 7.1 i.6 4.8 

45 15.2 s.O ó.3 

55 20.3 7.3 

EXPLANAT I ON 

x. Mid-Class Lengths of Shoots, in Centi- 
meters. 

1. = Smoothed Average Distances, in Centi- 
meters, between fruit-buds, on Barcelona 
shoots 

2. Smoothed Average Distances, in Centi- 
meters, between Fruit-buds, on Mer- 
veille de Boiwyller Shoots. 

3. Smoothed Average Distances, in Conti- 
zneter3, between Fruit-buds, on Notting- 
ham Shoots. 

4. Smoothed Average Distances, in Centi- 
meters, between Fruit-buds, on White- 
Aveline Shoots. 

Note. - In order to avoid confusion of lines, 
unsmoothed. values were sometimes used in plot- 
ting the ordinates in these figures. 
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TABLE VI. 

COMPUTATION OF THE COPLAT ION RAT IO FOR THE INDEPDIT 
VARIABLE. OF SHOOT LENGTH IN BARCELONA. 

jey) Mr Mx-xy (y)2 1 

i 2.19 1.94 3.76 422 1590.00 

2 4.22 0.09 0.01 240 2.40 

3 :.30 1.17 1.37 193 265.00 

4 5.62 1.49 2.22 35 188.50 

5 7.22 3.09 9.55 62 591.00 

6 6.7 2.74 7.51 32 240.50 

7 7.50 3.37 11.36 16 182.00 

8 10.70 6.57 43.16 4 172.64 

9 8.70 4.57 20.88 3 62.64 

10 11.00 6.87 47.19 2 94.38 

11 7.60 3.47 12.04 3 36.12 

12 12.Q0 '7.87 61.94 1 61.94 
1OS3 348(.12 

xy 3quare root of f(raxMxy)2 or ( 3487.12) 1.52 
n. ) 

_ 
( 1053 ) 

Correlation Ratio of (x) SD - 1.82 .645 
SDx 2.52 

P.E. (.675ft1-c.r) (.675)(.584) ¿ 0.01215 
Square root of n. Square root 103 

Therefore the Correlation Ratio equals 0.645 0.01215 

iote: - See Kent's Eleraents of Statistics pp.130-1 for 
d.etailed. explanations. 
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TABLE VII. 

COLPUTATIOIT OF THE CORRET ION PATIO FOR TI-E 

DEPEIWEITT VARIABLE OF FRUIT-BUDS I BARCELONA. 

Type(x) LIyx LJT-MyX (yyx)2 

2.5 1.09 1.32 1.74 237 412.00 

7.5 1.48 0.93 0.86 101 86.dO 

12.5 1.97 0.44 0.19 169 32.10 

175 2.66 0.25 0.06 166 9.97 

22.5 2.81 0.40 0.16 109 17.45 

27.5 3.42 1.01 1.02 38 89.3O 

32.5 3.83 1.42 2.02 34 6i.7o 

37.5 3.47 1.06 1.12 38 42.50 

42.5 3.64 1.23 1.51 39 59.dO 

47.5 4.52 2.11 4.45 34 151.50 

52.5 5.10 2.71 7.34 20 146.130 

57.5 4.45 2.04 4.16 i 743.QO 
1053 1192.22 

Sdyx Square root of (f(iy_iyxj2) or (1192.22 )or 1.06 

( n ) (Square root) 
( 1053 ) 

Jorrelation Ratio of (y).: Syx 1.06 0.612 
SDy 1.73 

P.E. : (.675)(1-c.rjl = (.675)(.63) 0.01335 
Square root n. Square root 1053 

Therefore the Correlation Ratio equals 0.612 0.01335 

Note: - See Kent's E1eents of statistics pp.130-i for 
detailed explanations. 
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KEY TO TABLE VI. 

Mxr. Means of all Lenpth arrays of Fruit-bud type(y). 

Mx-Mxv. Deviton of Mems of Lenrth arrays from Average 
Mean. 

f. Class Frequencies. 

n. Total number of Frequencies. 

x. The Length Variable. 

SDxv. Standard Deviation of Means of Length arrays. 

SDx. Standard DeviatIon of Length. 

P.E. Probable Error. 

c.r. Correlation Patio. 

/ Plus or minus sign. 

KEY TO TABLE VII. 

Means of' ll Fruit-bud arraTrs of Length type(x). 

;i:v-Myx. : Deviation of Mesne of Fruit-bud arrays f rom 
Average Mean. 

: The Fruit-bud Variable. 

bDyx. Standard Deviation of Means of Fruit-bud arrays. 
Dx. Standard Deviation of Number of Fruit-buds. 

Signs explained in above Key not included. 

Note Table of Powers and Roots in Kent's Elements of 

Statistics (Appendix B) used in Computation of 

Correlation Patios in Tables VI and VII. 
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IS THE A COHRELATION WEI SHOOT 
DIAMETER AND FRUIT-iUD FORMATION? 

If inciease in shoot diameter is affected by 1enth 
increase, there is no need to deteriine the correlation of 

Lie diameter and the number of fruit-buds. Both would be 

effects of the same cause. In other words, variations iii 

shoot diameter and. the number of fruit-buds would depend 

primarily upon variations in shoot length. Therefore ths 
answer to the above question depends 1arely upon whether, 

or riot, ttiere is a correlation between the length and di- 
aueter of the bearing shoot. 

Since the object of the correlation is to show if 
length increase is trie cause of' diameter increase, the for- 
rier was taien as the independent variable and the latter 
as the dependent variable. Th shoots were grouped into 
class ranges of five centimeters for length and half milli- 
meters for diameter. Since the classes of the two vari- 

les are of unequal metrical value, the coefficient of 
correlation was computed from the class numbers, instead 
of the actual values. (See Table VIII. As with the pre 
vious correlation study, the true values for any of the 
measures of type may be readily determined by simple cal- 
culation (See Key to Arrangement of Table VIII). 

The results in Table IX. are based uoon data from 

only one tree of eacii variety. The steep and regular lines 
of diameter increase accompanying that of length, in all 
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the varieties, shows bih decree of correlatlor. (See 

Figure 3). 
Fronî a study of the correlation coefficients in Table 

Ix., lt fl18T be said that Increases in shoot length will be 

accowtrnnled by Incre8ses in shoot dlaweter in the follow- 

Ing percentages of cll ceses: Barcelon, eIght-elht per- 

cent; ,Thlte Aveline, eitr to eIpty-three percent; 

Eottinrtham, seventy-nine to el. rThtytwo percent; Merveille 

de Bolwyller, sevent-three to seventy-sever percent; and, 

averagIng sil four varieties, In sevent-seven to eIghty- 

three percent of all cases. 

These coefficients, which are extremely high for 

natural phenomena, indicate a ver close 

tween the length and the diameter of the 

The low coefficient of variabillt gives 

phasis to the close relationship between 

ables. 
Since the number of fruit-buds 

association he- 

filbert shoot. 

additional em- 

these two vari- 

the diameter of 

the shoot are dependent variables of one cause, shoot 

length, the deduction. which would naturally follow, may 

he stated in the form of the 'ollowing syllogism; The 

Length of the Shoot was found to he correlated with its 
Diameter. The 1umher of Fruit-buds were found to be 

correlated with the Length of the Shoot. Therefore, the 

1\umber of Fruit-buds are correlated with the Diameter of 
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the Shoot. 

An attempt was made to determine if there were any 

causal connection, or independent correlation, between the 

two effects of the same cause, the variables of shoot di- 

eeter and fruit-buds. In other words, will thick shoots 

of the same length bear more, or less, fruit than the thin- 

ner ones, other conditIons being as nearly equal as poss- 

ible. 

A stuth? of the diieter and fruit-bud varietions 

in all the shoots of an arbitrarily chosen lenRth, such 

as tWet centimeters, and borne In favorable positions 

of light exposure, revealed no dec"ree of independent cor- 

relation between these two factors. On the contrary, the 

manner of variation of the number of fruit-buds borne on 

shoots of an equal lenc'th suc'ests the presence of other 

factors, more influential than the shoot's diameter. 



TABLE VIII 

CORRELATION TABLE POR THE LENGTH AND DIAMETER 0F BARCELONA SHOOTS. 

Shoot Length.(x). 

y. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011 12f(y). 

12 2 2 

11 1 1 

10 1 2 2 2 7 

1 2 1 1 1 1 7 

3 4 1 1 9 

1 1 2 4 3 2 1 14 

3181414 1 50 

5 1 51217 7 2 44 

6102814 3 61 

3 20 28 16 2 1 67 

2 96 16 3 1 1 117 

163 4 1 68 

f(x).186 64 64 54 33 26 5 3 4 3 1 4 447 

C" 
o 
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IEY TO ARRANGEMENT OF TABLE VIII. 

Shoot LenRth Variable(x) Shoot Diameter Variable(y) 

C. :-c. c-n. C. M-e. C-fl. 

1 2.5 0- 4.99 1 .175 .15-.199 
2 7.5 5- 9.99 2 .225 .20-.249 

3 12.5 10-14.99 3 .275 .25-.299 

4 17.5 15-19.99 4 .325 .30-.349 

5 22.5 20-24.99 5 .375 .35-.399 

6 27.5 25-29.99 6 .425 .40-.449 

7 32.5 30.34.99 7 .475 .45-.499 

8 37.5 35-39.99 8 .525 .50-.549 

9 42.5 40-44.99 9 .575 .55-.599 

10 47.5 45-49.99 10 .625 .60-.649 

11 52.5 50-54.99 11 .675 .65-.699 

12 57.5 55-59.99 12 .725 .70-.749 

EXPLANATION. 

['(x). = Sumrtion of Leith Frequencies of Shoots. 

= Sumiiation of' Diameter Frequencies of Shoots. 

C1ss V1ues. 

M.,C. Mid-C1ss Values in Centimeters. 

C-R. Class-Range Values in Centimeters. 
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TABLE IX. 

SUNTeIARY OF THE MEASURES OF VALUE FOR THE 
VARIABLES OF SHOOT LENGTH AND DIAMETER. 

1Jriety. My P.E. SDy CVy r. P.R. 

Barcelona 30.5 /.35 11. .361 .881 1.002 

Merveille de 
oiwrIier 34.2 1.37 9.7 .284 .746 1.021 

Nottingham 35.4 ¡.40 A.3 .235 .805 1.012 

\Thite O 

0 

Aveline 43.2 /.54 11.6 .268 .815 ¡.016 

Average 35.8 ¡.41 10.2 .287 .812 /.013 

TEY TO TABLE IX. 

Mean Diameter in nililirreters. 
P.E. Probable Error of Mean 

SDy Standard Deviation of Diameters, In :0Oillimeters. 

CVy Coefficient of Variabi1it of Dianieters. 

r Coefficient of Corre2ation of Diameter and Length. 

. = Plus or riinus sign 

ote - The values for the variable of Length have been 
given in Table V. 
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FiGURE III 

5 15 25 35 45 55 

Leigfs of !ioos i cm. 

IFFECT oF INCREASE OF AVERAGE LENGTh OF 5t-looT5 

UPON THEIR DIAMETER 
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IY TO FIGURE 3. 

He1hts of the Ordinates. 
x. 1. 2. 3. 4. 

5 27.2 27.0 29.9 30.5 

15 33.8 34.0 35.4 36.8 

25 42.9 42.0 44.0 46.8 

35 49.7 53.1 49.7 55.3 

45 57.8 60.5 60.8 

55 63.5 _____________ 

EXPLANATION. 

x.= of Shoots, in Centireters. 

1. Sniootlied Averages of Shoot Diameters of' 

Barce1orì, in ì'ilJimeters. 

2. Smoothed Averages of Shoot Diameters of 
Merveille de Boiwyller, in Millimeters. 

3. Smoothed Averares of Shoot Diameters of 

Nottirìham. in Millimeters. 

4. Emoothed Averares of Shoot Diameters of 
White Avelire, in Millimeters. 
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IS THERE A CORRELATION BETWEEN THE ANGLE 
OF A SHOOT AND FRUIT-BUD FORMATION? 

Variations in the number of fruit-buds and the 

shoot diameter have been found to be independent effects 

of variation in the shoot length. That is the relation 

retweefl these factors and the anp'le at which the fruiting 

1ood departs from the mother shoots? 

The regression lines, L1 and L2, plotted for the 

Barcelona, in Fi.ure 4, are a tynical exan1e of the lack 

of correlation found between the variables of shoot angle 

and lenc'th. These "two lines of best fit" to the means of 

the arrays are perpendicular to each other and closely 

parallel to the axes of the table, as formed by the aver- 

age means of the two variables, Mx and My. The reRresslon 

lines for Merveille de Boiwyller were very similar to the 

Barcelona, but in the case of the Thite Aveline and Not- 

tingham the lines of regression actua11r coincided with 

the axes - showing an even greater s inillarity of distri- 

bution of all parallel array. 

The character of the repression lines, in the case 

of all varieties showed that the mean of the array did not 

denend upon the tyne, and that there is a siniilrity of 

distribution for all parallel aas Therefore there is 

no correlation between shoot anle nd lenth, at least 

for the varieties studied. 

In determining the correlation between shoot rnrle 
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and the number of fruit-buds, the former was treated as 

the independent, and the latter as the dependent, variables. 

The slight degree of variability in the number of fruit- 

buös accompnrin angle variations necessitated grouping 

the latter into large classes, with a rane of twenty 

degrees. However, the correlation coefficient was com- 

puted from the class numbers. 

Table XI. shows that the highest average number of 

fruit-buds were borne on shoots in the zero to twenty de- 

gree class, but, arong the other classes, increases in 

shoot anple were generally accompanied by only slight de- 

creases in the average number of fruit-buds. For example. 

the number of fruit-buds on the shoots in the zero to 

twenty degree class showed the following percentages of 

increase over the average of all of the rest of the 

classes: White Aveline, one-hundred-eight percent; Barce- 

lona, seventy-eight percent; Merveille de Bolwvller, fifty- 

two percent; and Nottingheni, tienty-eiht percent. 

Since those hoots groving at an angle from zero to 

twenty degrees are mostly terminals, or at least uprer 

laterals, the higher average number of fruit-buds f oied 

is probably due to better illumination and more nutrition. 

Armarentiv, whatever correlation there is between shoot 

angle and the number of fruit-buds is principally due to 

the favorable position, on the exterior of the tree and on 
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the terniinal portion of the mother branches, of those 

shoots making the least departure from the direction of 

growth of the parent shoot. 

Figure 5 shows that there is a low to negligible de- 

gree of negative correlation between the variables of shoot 

angle and fruit-buds. The results in Table XII. may be 

illustrated br saying that increases in shoot angle will 

be accompanied h? decreases in the number of fruit-buds in 

the following percentages of all cases: Merveille de Bol- 

wrller, thirtv-eiht to fortiìthree percent; Barcelona, 

twenty to twenty-four percent: Nottinghan,, twelve to 

eighteen percent: White Aveline, seven to nine percent; 

and, on the average, only nineteen to twenty-six percent. 

Therefore the degree of correlation is, in most cases, al- 

most negligible. 



TABLE X. 

CORRELATION TABLE FOR THE ANGLE AND NUIVIBER OF FRUIT-BUDS 
ON MERVEILLE DE BOLVYLLER SHOOTS. 

Shoot Angle(x) 

y. lO 30 50 70 Í(y). 

lo 2 1 3 

1 3 1 5 

7 4 11 

7 5 4 9 

-p 

6 13 5 3 1 22 

5 26 13 7 46 

o 
4 26 37 12 1 76 

3 23 

2 45 

1 57 

f(x). 205 

59 

87 

160 

373 

29 8 119 

44 30 206 

119 24 360 

214 65 857 

KEY TO TABLE X. 

x The Angle Variable. 

y = The Fruit-bud Variable. 

f(x) - Summation of Angle Frequencies of 3hoots. 

f(y) Sumriation of Fruit-bud FrequencIes of Shoots. 

4The true mid-class values in degrees are given for the 

angle variable.x. Class values of fruit-bud vRriables 

are the true class values, also. 
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TABLE XI. 

MEAN NUMBER OF FRUIT-BUDS OF ANGLE ARRAYS. 
---------------------------------------------- 

Variety. 10* 30 50 70 90 

Barcelona 2.92 2.50 2.10 1,95 1.56 

M erve ill e 
de 

Boiwyller 3.16 2.28 1.85 1.95 

Nottingham 2.29 2.27 1.94 1.74 1.43 

Thite 
Aveline 9.95 4.70 4.56 5.00 

Average 4.58 2.94 2.61 2.66 1.49 

Mid-class values in degrees. 
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TABLE XII. 

SUMMARY OF THE MEASURES OF VALUE FOR THE VARIABLES 
OF SHOOT ANGLE AND NUMBER OF FRUIT-BUDS. 

Variety Mx. P.E. SDx. CVx. r. P.E. 

i3arcelona 39.0 

Merveille 
de 

Bolwyller 33.3 

.515 24.0 

.400 17.4 

.615 -.221 /.02 

.523 -.410 /.02 

Nottingham 30.9 .520 19.4 .627 -.147 1.03 

1hite 
i1veline 36.6 .400 18,2 .496 -.085 1.02 

Average 36.9 .446 19.3 .522 -.090 1.02 

KEY TO TABLE. 

Mx. = Mean An1e in Degrees. 

P.E. = Probable Errors or Deviation. 

SDx. : Standard Deviation of Angles, in degrees. 

CVx. = Coefficient of' Variability of Angle Variable. 

r. : Coefficient of Correlation of the two Varib1es. 

¿. Plus or minus sipn. 
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KEY TO FIGURE 4. 

_Tx. Myx. Tx. Myx. 

5 32.5 55 23.5 

15 17.5 65 25.5 

25 30.0 75 17.5 

35 26.5 85 25.0 

45 26.0 

Tv. rxv. Ty. Mxy. 

2.5 15.0 32.5 39.0 

7.5 27.0 37.5 33.0 

12.5 45.0 42.5 35.0 

17.5 40.0 47.5 27.0 

22.5 45.0 52.5 18.0 

27.5 35.0 57.5 45.0 

EXPLANATION 

Tx. Tvne x, or, the M1d-C1ass An1e 
Values, In degrees. 

vx. Means or the y arrays of the x tyre, 
or, the Mean Shoot Lengths for each 
An1e array. 

Ty. Tyne y, or. the Mid-Class LenRth 
Values. In CentIieters. 

Mxy.: Means of the x arrays of the y type, 
or the Mean Shoot /'n'1es for each 
I,ength arrT. 
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FI&URE 

0 20 1-0 60 60 lOO 

Arec5les of shoots r dec5rees. 

IFFECT UPON NUMBER 0F rRUIT 5IJD5,OF INCREASE 

IN AVERAGE ANGLE OF 51-lOOTS. 
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KEY TO FIGUflE 5. 

Heights of' the Ordinates, 
x. 1. 2. 3. 4. 

10 2.8 2.9 2.3 7.9 

30 2.5 2.4 2.2 6.4 

50 2.2 2.0 2.0 4.8 

70 1,9 1.9 1.7 4,9 

90 1.7 1.5 

EXPLANAT ION 

x. Mid-Class Angles of Bearing Shoots in 
Cent imet ers. 

i. Smoothed Averages of Numbers of Fruit- 
buds in the Angle Classes of Barcelona. 

2= Smoothed Averapes of Numbers of Fruit- 
buds in the Angle Classes of Merveille 
de Bolwyller. 

3 Smoothed Averages of Numbers of Fruit- 
buds in the Angle Classes of Nottingham. 

4. Smoothed Averares of Numbers of Fruit- 
buds in the Anvle Classes of Thite 
Aveline. 
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WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF THE POSITION IN 
THE TREE O1' FRUIT-BUD FORMATIOT? 
24 

Yeager found that the higher the apple spur was 

borne, in the tree, the Rreater the average production, 

and, that the exterior of the tree oroduced more fruit- 

buds per shoot than the interior. The effect of the posi- 

tion in the tree on fruit-bud formation was studied in a 

similar manner for the filbert. 

Each tree was divided into five positions as shown 

in Tables XIII end XIV. The exterior of the tree was di- 

vided into three parts: the top, which included all the 

shoots borne over the top and a third of the war down; 

the upper perimeter, which included all shoots borne on 

the middle third of the tree; end the lower per4rneter, in- 

cluding all shoots borne on the lower third of the tree. 

The interior of the tree was divided into two parts: cen- 

tral interior, which included all the upper inside shoots; 

and the lower interior, including the lower inside shoots. 

Table XIII. shows that the most fruit-bearing 

shoots, with the largest total shoot growth and the great- 

cst nuinber of fruit-buds, are usually borne above the 

riddle of the filbert tree, and on the exterior. In the 

case of the Thite Aveline, the greater total shoot growth 

found on the lower perimeter is unaccompanied by the two 

other factors, end is probnbl due to the more shrub-like 

character of this variety and e tendency to round out near 
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the bottoni. 

The shoot averes obt1ned for the shoot length 

mnd the nurther of fruit-buds sre recorded n Table XII!. 

These results show, with a few exceptions due to the nat- 

'ral variabl.litv of the data and to various extraneous 

factors, that the exterior of the tree nro5uces a far 1onc- 

er average shoot than the interior, and that the higher the. 

shoot the lonRer. Consequently, the sanie relationship is 

to be found with the average nurribers of fruit-buds. 

Since the average shoot lengths for each position 

are different, there is no basis of comparison as to the 

specific influence of the position of the shoot on fruit- 

bud formation. Therefore, the average number of fruit- 

buds obtained for the average shoot length of a position 

was compared with the varietal averac'e, for that shoot 

length and the deviation recorded. 

The results in Table XIV. show that the increases 

in average shoot lengths were accompanied, in most cases, 

by increases in productiveness. The lowest averne shoot 

lengths, such as those in the interior of the tree, had 

the greatest negative deviation from the varietal average, 

for the number of fruit-buds. Although such factors as 

natural variability, varietal, and individual character- 

istics, method of pruning, etc., exert considerable effect 

upon the character of any such data as this, the general 
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conclusion seews warranted, that the upper part of the 

tree is the rrtost Droductive. Probably the princinle reason 

for this is that the better illumination favors increased 

thotosmthesis, althou,h other factors, such as nutrition 

for instance, have been shown to nlay an important part 
12. 

in fruit-bud Pormnation. 



TABLE XIII. 
TOTALS OF SHOOTS, LENGTHS, AND FRUIT-BUDS FOU1D 

IN DIFFERE POSITIONS IN THE FILBERT TREES. 

(Brce1ona). (Merveille de) (Nottinghan). (Thite Aveline). 
(Bolwvller. 

Position Sx. S'. n. Sx. Sv. n. Sx. Sv. n. Sx. S. 

Top Third. 5160 653 223 3892 606 222 3861 556 221 4202 1198 172. 

Upper 
Perimeter. 5735 816 289 3493 575 218 3856 516 232 2431 1209 252. 

Lower 
Perimeter. 4364 543 226 1985 264 113 1862 225 130 4932 974 217. 

C entra]. 
Interior. 2008 389 195 1169 168 93 690 80 45 4676 527 138. 

Lower 
Interior. 845 127 79 320 41 30 179 23 18 1429 251 81 - 

KEY TO TABLE. 

x. Sunirnation of Total Lengths of Shoots in Centimeters. 

5v. - Summation of Total Number of Fruit-buds. 

n. Number of' Shoots in each position. 



TABLE XIV. 

EFFECT OF POSITION IN THE FILBERT TREE ON FRUIT-BUD FORMATION 

(Barcelona). (Merveille de) (Nottinghain). (1hite Aveline). 
(Boiwyller. 

Position Mx. My. . Mx. My. . Mx. My. . Mx. My. 

Top Third. 23.2 2.9 ¡.1 17.5 2.7 ,140 17.5 2.5 /.4 24.5 7.0 /1.6 

Upper 
Perimeter. 19.8 2.8 1.1 16.0 2.6 /.30 16.6 2.2 /.1 18.5 4.8 /0.5 

Lower 
Perimeter. 19.3 2.4 -.3 17.6 2.3 ..04 14.3 1.7 0 22.7 4.5 -0.9 

Central 
Interior 10.3 2.0 0 12.5 1.8 -.05 15.3 1.8 -.3 17.6 3.8 -0.5 

Lower 
Interior 10.7 1.6 -.410.7 1.4 -.40 9.9 1.3 -.1 17.6 3.1 -1.2 

}Y TO TAFLE. 

Mx = Mean Length of Shoot in Cextirneters. 

My : Mean Number of Fruit-buds per Shoot. 

. 
: Positive(/) and Negative(-) Deviations of Mean Nnber 

of fruit-buds from Varietsi Average for the Mean Length. 

a) 
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'iHICH SIDE OF THE TREE IS THE MOST 
FAVORABLE FOR FHU IT-BUD FORMAT I ON? 

24 
Yeager found that the most productivo apple spurs 

and the best fruit were borne in the south quarter of the 

tree, followed by the west. east, and north quarters. The 

effect of latitude on fruit-bud forristion was studied in a 

similar nienner for the fIlbert. The terri, latitude, is 

used In a restricted sense as s'norim for the side. 

The data frorri ll the trees were used. Only shoots 

ori the uprer perimeter where there is rood liht exposure, 

were selected. 
Barceloirn was the only varietr in which the differ- 

erices in fruIt-bud formation are consistent with differ- 

erices in latitude. Table XV. shows that this variety had 

the most fruIt-bearing shoots, the largest total shoot 

growth, and the greatest number of fruit-buds on the north 

side of the tree, followed by the south, west, and east 

sides. Table XVI. shows that the lon'est avernge shoot and 

the largest averape number of fruit-buds ere also to be 

found on the north side, followed the other quarters in 

the above order. 

However, deviations from the varietal average nurn- 

ber of fruit-buds, for the different averege lengths of 

Barcelona shoots, show that the shoots on the north side 

of the tree are t,he least tDroductive for their length. In 

other words, on cornarin shoots of equal length with the 
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varietal average as to their number of fruit-buds: forty 

percent more than this average will be found in the south 

quarter; ten percent more in both the east and west quar- 

ters; and thirty percent less in the north quarters. 

The results in the case of the Barcelona seem to 
24 

verf, at least to some extent, those of Yeager. in show- 

ing that on the south side, where there is the greatest 

light supply, there are the best conditions for f ruit.-bud 

formation. In this case, however, the greater vegetative 

growth on the north side has overcome this handicap by hav- 

ing a sufficiently greater average shoot length. Evident- 

ly the slightly more limited light supply of the north 

side favored vegetative growth more than it inhibited 

fruit-bud formation. 

A study of the other three varieties reveals no 

variations that could be attributed to differences in il- 

lumination. Apparently these differences have not been 

sufficient to overcome accidental variations, or the nat- 

ural variability, and the various other extraneous factors. 

The effect of lic'ht 1ntensitr is iLlustrated by the 
22 

experiments of Vin3on who found that shade grown plants 

had longer internodes, slenderer stems, larger, thinner 

leaves, and less productiveness, with the exception of the 

raspberry, than those grown in open sunlight. In other 

words, shade favored long veetative growth and inhibited 
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fruit-bud forrat ion. 

The only justifiable conclusion, from the results in 

Tables XV. and XVI., is that the differences in illurilna- 

tion between the filbert shoots, on the different sides of 

the tree, were usually insufficient to cause any consistent 

variation in shoot length, or productivity. 



TABLE XV. 

TOTALS OF SHOOTS, LENGTHS, AND FRUIT-BUDS FOUND ON THE 
NORTH, EAST. SOUTH, AND TEST SIDES OF THE FILBERT TREES. 

(Barcelona). (Merveille de) (Nottingham) (White Aveline) 
(Bolwvller. ) 

LatItude Sx. Sçr. n. Sx. Sy. n. Sx. S. n. Sx. Sv. n. 
- 

North. 1658 203 65 921 171 57 764 122 46 1258 312 58 

East. 1138 172 61 740 112 42 1226 166 75 1119 317 50 

South. 1240 261 111 1219 188 72 965 118 57 865 231 43 

Vest. 1337 180 59 607 105 36 814 103 50 938 229 36 

IOEY TO TABLE. 

Sx. : Surrmiation of Total Lengths of Shoots in Centimeters. 

Sy. Sunimation of Total Nuner of Fruit-buds. 
n. Total Number of Shoots in each Position. 



TABLE XVI. 

EFFECT OF LATITUDE OF SHOOTS OI'T FRUIT-BUD FORMATION. 

Latitude. LIX. Mv. . Mx. My. . Mx. Mv. . Mx. My. . 

North. 25.5 3.1 -.3 16.2 3.0 1.6 16.6 2.7 1.6 21.7 5.4 o 

East. 18.7 2.8 /.i 17.6 2.7 1.3 16.3 2.2 /J 22.4 6.3 /0.9 

South. 11.2 2.4 /.4 17.0 2.6 1.2 17,0 2.1 0 20.1 5.4 o 

22.7 3.1 /.1 16.8 2.9 /.5 16.3 2.1 0 26.0 6.4 /1.0 

KEY TO TABLE. 

: Mean Length of Shoot in Centimeters. 

My Mean Thber of Fruit-buds per Shoot. 

Positive(/) and Negative(-) Deviations of Mean Number of Fruit-buds 
from Varietal Average for the Mean Length. 

i:ote. Only Shoots in the ssme relative position, on the Upper Perimeter, were 
compared. This eliminated any difference due to Position. 
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION. 

The results of the foregoing analysis of statisti- 

cal data, from typical trees of a few of the most popular 

varieties, leads to the following recommendations for the 

pruning of health" young filbert trees of bearing age. 

The shoot length has been shown to be better 

single index of the nirrber of fruIt-buds than the shoot 

diameter. Therefore, when thinning, choose shoots more 

on the basis of their length than their diameter. 

short shoots, under twenty centimeters or eight 

inches in length, should be chosen in preference to the 

longer shoots because the shorter internodes give a larg- 

er amount of leaf area er unit of growth. Hence the buds 

of the short shoots receive the most nourishment and form 
12 

the highest percentage of fruit-buds. Harvey and Murneek 

have said that the most important. factor involved in fruit- 

bud formation is generally assumed to be the nutritive 

supply to the bud primordia. 

There should be enough thinning to keep all parts 

of the tree oten sufficiently to give the optimum amount 

of illumination to the bearing wood. This will overcome 

any specific influence due to the angle of departure of 

the young shoot from the mother branch. Aprarontly light 

was the primary cause of any correlation obtained between 

the shoot angle nd the number of fruit-buds. 
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The fact that the most productive wood is found on 

the outside of the tree, in the best 11phted parts, deììion- 

strates the need of illunilnatlon in frut-bud formation. 

This could he attained h devolon1n a loose1r built tree 

in which the upper third is by far the thinnest; the cent- 

rai third soniewbat denser but thin enou,b to allow suffi- 

cient liRht to reach the lower branches; and the lower 

third as compact as possible, without competition among 

the individual shoots. 
16 

Long says that building a tree loosely and keep- 

inc it vi'orous and properly thinned-out is of first im- 

portance in maintaining active fruitin-wood. 

A consistent thinning-out progren followed from 

-rear to year seems the best adapted to profitable product- 

iveness in the filbert. Headinp-back and removing lnre 

branches should be avoided, as fer as rossble, becnuse 

of the encouragement to unproductive sucker-like shoots, 

with long internodes. where the laterals are tend- 

Ing to take the lead awar from the central leader, or, are 

interfering with cultivation, should there be much, if any, 

headin-back. 

Since 1l picking is from the ground and the weight 

of the crop does not tax the branches, the natural devel- 

opment of the tree may be 1lowed, so long as the lower 

wood remains productive and can be sufficiently illumina- 



ted. Hence if the trees are plted the right distance 

apart, twenty-five to thirtr feet, they may be allowed to 

grow and spread almost at will. 

sven where the tree is slowing up in productiveness 

fertilization might be a better practice than any great 

anount of headincr-back. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 

The results of this investigation may be briefly 

summarized, as follows: 

1. There was a fair degree of positive correlation be- 

tween male catkins 

per shoot, in the case of Barcelona. 

2. In all varieties, there was a high degree of positive 

correlation between the shoot length and the number 

of fruit-buds, per shoot. 

3. In all varieties. the correlation between the shoot 

length and the number of fruit-buds . per shoot, was 

higher for the short shoots. under twenty centimeters, 

or eight inches, than for the lonçr shoots - in most 

cases considerably higher. 

4. The correlation ratios for the Barcelona show that 

the variables of shoot length and the number of 

fruit-buds. per shoot, are about equally deoendent 

upon each other. Increeses in the one are ahot nT 



liable to be accompanied by increases in the other as 

vice-versa. 

5. In all the varieties, the extremely- high degree of pos- 

itive correlation between the shoot length and the di- 

arneter, accompanied by the lack of amr independent cor- 

relation with the nurber of' fruit-buds, per shoot, 

shows that the diameter of a shoot is a very good in- 

dex to its lenpth. 

6. There was no correlation between the length of a shoot 

and its decrree of departure frQil the mother branch. 

7. In all cases. except the Merveille de Bolwrller, there 

was an almost nefrliible degree of negative orrela- 

tlon between a shoot's angle and its namber of fruit- 
buds. 

8. Better illumination resulted in the upper third of 

the tree being the most productive. 

9. In all cases, except Barcelona, the vriations in il- 
ltvuination 'nd shade found on the differont sides of 

the trees were insufficient to cause ny consistent 

variability in the number of fruit-buds formed on the 

shoots. 

(For a summary of the correlation coefficients, see 

the following table. 



TABLE XVII. 

SUMMARY OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS. 

Variety. A.S. S.S. L.S. A. M.C. L. & D. 

Barcelona. .6l5/.Ol3 .5541.018 .338,1.03 -.2211.02 .407,1.03 .881,1.002 
Merveille 

Bol11er. .770,1.028 .590,1.094 .4361.04 -.4101.02 .7461.021 

Nottingheni. .5271.020 .3951.030 .273/.Q3. -.1471.03 .805,1.012 

h it e 
Aveline. .6251.014 .6051.020 .1921.03 -.085,1.02 .8151.016 

Average. .634,1.014 .536,1.290 .309,1.02 -.0901.02 .812,1.013 

Pl or minus the Probable Error. 

c'o 



KEY TO TABLE XVII. 

A.S. Correlation of Fruit-buds and Shoots of all 
Lengths. 

S.S. Correlation of Fruit-buds and Short Shoots. 

L.S. = Correlation of' Fruit-buds and Long Shoots. 

A. Correlation of Fruit-buds and Shoot Ancle. 

M.C. Correlation of Fruit-buds and Lale Catkins. 

L. & D. Correlation of Shoot Length and Shoot Diameter. 
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YLATE I 

Filberf -free n +be wnfer_ {irne, .5 h09 {he 

'male catkn5. 



YLATE E 
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[Ltberf free ohovvLticj ±he pax'affthed 

xrknq +ac uied +o derthj thc jboofs. 
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